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Coping with Negative Repetitive Thought An Investigation of Mindfulness and Self-
depressive disorders, such as major depressive disorder (American Psychological
patterns, warrants research aimed at understanding this commonality and its implications
clinical populations, and examining individuals who range on a continuum of functioning
levels, can aid in developing more accurate modelsofrecuITent negative thinkingand
maintainingones'wetl-being.Recently,aspcctsofmindfulnessandself·management
have been integrated into the cognitive behavioral therapy model for the treatment 0 f
anxiety and depressive disorders (Hayes, Luoma, Bond, Masuda., & Litlis,2006; Wright
ctal., 2003). Current research has examined the efficacy of mindfulness and self-
management based therapies for anxiety and mood disorders (Kuyken et al.,2008; Wright
Thcinvestigationoftheseunifyingconstructscanfacilitatetheundcrstandingofthe
repetitive thought in association to the specific facets of mindfulness and self-
management can inform practice and theory for the treatment of worry and rumination
factor, namely, negative affect that isopcrational in both anxiety and depression(Watson,
Clark, & Carey, 1988). Research has shown that the repetitive thought patterns of worry
independent relationships with negative affect when controlling for the 0 ther(Short&
development of anxiety and depression. Therefore, the specific type ofmental aetivity,
recurrent negative thinking, is a critical factor and a unifying construet in the
Negative repetitive thoughts are universal cognitive processes that cause
vulnerability to mood and anxiety disorders. While repetitive thought can have some
constructive consequences, such as adaptive preparation and uptakeofhealth*promoring
results in negative consequences (Watkins, 2(08). For example, repetitive thought
concemingupsettingeventshasbeenfoundtopredictpsychologicaldistress(Nolen-
Hoeksema, 1991). The specific repetitive thought pattemsofrumination and worryhave
been found to be a predisposing factor for anxiety and mood disorders andtherefore
provide insight into the co*occurrence of these two disorders (Segerstrometal.,2000)
Chronic worry is commonly defined as a chain of thoughts that are relatively
of generalized anxiety disorder and is a defining feature of this disorder. Moreover,
rcsearchstronglysupportsthenotionthatthecognitiveprocessofworryisavuInerability
factor for generalized anxiety disorder (Starcevic, Berle, Milicevic, Hannan,Larnplugh,
& Eslick,2(07).Chronicworryhasalsobeenfoundtobeadimensionofmanyother
of simple phobias. Even so,studies have found that levels ofpathological worry are
greater in generalized anxiety disorder patients. than thosesufTering from other anxiety
(1991) speculated that the basic function of worry in generalized anxiety disorder is for
anxiety by engaging in higher levels ofconceptual activity. Research has found that
generalized anxiety disorder and worry are correlated withexper1ential avoidance. This
phenomenon occurs when a pcrson negatively evaluates. and is unwilling to experience,
Dugas and colleagues (1998) constructed a conceptual model rcprescntingintoleranceof
uncertainty as a pivotal component of worry and the development of generalizedanxiety
supportsthemaladaptiveoutcomesofworry,specificallypsychologicaldistress.
The cognitive process ofmmination is related to negative affect and involvesself-
like worry, the repetitive thought style of rumination also leads to unconstructive
conceprualization of rumination within the Rcsponse Styles Theory of Depression
ruminati\ferespon~tonegativeeventsprolongsdepressiveepisodesovertime.Thistype
ofbehavioural response is unlike a distraction response, which focuses attention to other
(Nolen·Hoeksema, 2000). Based on findings from current factor analyses examiningthis
defined as engaging in contemplation and attempting to overcome problemsand
difficulties. The cognitive style of brooding is negatively affect laden and concems self-
criticism and moody pondering (Treynor et al.,2003). Whilereflectionhasbeenfoundto
Thcrolc that rumination plays as a predisposing factor for negative affectivestates
is well supported. Empirical evidence supports the Response Styles Theory of Depression
one study, individuals who endorsed a ruminative response to distress before the Lorna
Prieta Earthquake, which struck the SantaCruz mountains in 1989. were more likely to
showelevateddepressivesymptomsimmediatelyaftertheearthquakeandonfollow6up
becn differentiated on the temporal basis of their content, namely, that worrying focuses
Mackintosh,2005). This particular study by Watkins and colleabrues (2005) investigated
hypothesized factors that would differ between worry and ruminalion. However,the
thoughtswereverbalorvisual,ortheextenttowhichwererelatedtoproblem solving. A
tendency to analyze feelingslself,(3)dwellingonnegative feelings, and (4) absence of
worry {Goring & Papageorgiou, 2008). The first and fourth factor contained aII items
from a measure of worry, while the second and third factor contained items from a
These findings suggest that, although the factors were correlated with each other and with
While rumination and worry have been found to be independent cognitive activities,
much of the current research examiningrepetirive thought processes has investigated the
elements, such as repetitive thoughts focused on negative events {Segerstrom etal.,
2(00). Moreover, these cognitive processes have been found to be common mediators
betweenpsychologicaldistressandpersonalitydiSfX>sitions,namelyperfectionismand
neuroticism {O'Connor, O'Connor, & Marshall, 2007; Roelofs, Huibers, Peeters,Amtz,
& van Os, 2008). Both worry and rurnination have been described asrepctitiveand
unproductive, and have been found to amplify anxiety and depression,respectively
{Segerstrom et aI., 2000). Research has shown that worry is related to both anxietyand
depression, and similarly, rumination is relatcd to both anxiety and depressivedisorders
(Starcevic,1995;Nolen-Hoeksema,2000).Furthermore,thesefindings suggest that
recurrent negative thinking patterns may contribute to co-existinganxiousanddepressive
statcs.Thecomparisons foundbet'ween rumination and worry support the claim that the
two involvc the same processes, but differ in content. Nonetheless, the extent to which
rumination and worry differ is still not clearly understood. Understandingthesimilarities
and differences between worry and rumination can aid in refining the concepts of these
unifying constructs, developing models ofncgative repetitive thought in
psychopathology, and developing effective interventions. One way to further investigate
the comparisons between chronic worry and rumination is to examine these behaviours in
relation to other constructs, specifically, multi·faceted therapeutic mechanisms.
are associated with general negative affect. Morcover, these negative repetitive thought
pattemsare comrnon correlates from which anxious and depressive states develop. Thus,
amelioratingpsychologicaldistressandmaintainingones'well.being. Furthennore, they
are suggested therapeutic mechanisms for the treatment of anxious and depressivestates
To fully understand mechanisms of change in treatment, it is important to examinethese
worry and ruminative states. Insight into how these mechanisms are reiatedtofeaturesof
psychopathology can aid in explaining psychological distrcssphenomena and targeting
processes are incorporated into models of empirically based therapy, itresuIts in positive
The therapeutic process of mindfulness has been defined as a way ofdirecting
acting with awareness, and (4) acceptance without judgment. 1'he technique of
mindfulness originated from Eastem meditation traditions (Kabat-Zinn, Lipworth.&
Bumey, 1985),however, in recent decades it has become incorporated into many mental
M.indfulness and Depression. Mindfulness training has been incorporated into modelsof
cognitive-behavioural therapy, such as Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy (Segal.
disengage from thoughts characterized by ruminative thinking and instead develop anew
mindsetccnteredonacceptance(Teasdale,Segal,&Williams, 1995). The recurrence of
major depressive episodes is a serious issue in treatment for depression, with rates as high
as 80%. Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy was developed by Segal et al. (2002)asa
training program designed to prevent symptom recurrence in depression, and thus, reduce
relapserales.ThemajorityofstudiesinvestigatingMindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy
randomly assigned clinical patients to either a treatment group ofMindfulness-Based
Cognitive Therapy plus treatment as usual,ora contro! group consisting of solely
treatment as usual. For exarnple Teasdale, Segal,Williarns, Ridgeway, Soulsby.andLau
(2000)exarninedI05depressedpatientswiththreeormorepreviousdepressiveepisodes,
and found that Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy significantly reduced risk of
recurrenceascomparedtothepatients'currcnttreatment.AnothcrstudybyTeasdale,
Moore, Hayhurst, Pope, Willjams,and Segal (2002) also used this design and foundthat
relapse was significantly lower in the treatment as usual plus Mindfulness-Based
Cognitive Therapy group than the treatment as usual only group.
CommitmentTherapy(HayesetaL,I999).AcceptanceandCommitrnentTherapytargets
problems by teaching skills such as committed action and acceptance, as opposed to
experiential avoidance {Hayes et al., 2006). Studies have found that Acceptance and
Commitment Therapy is an efficacious intervenlion for the reduetion of symptoms and
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy are considered "third wave" behaviour therapies as
theyack~owledgetheimportantroleofbothbehaviourandcognitions.These
interventions highlight the importance of targeting the process of thinking itself,rather
Cognitive Therapy is a potentially effective treatment for anxiety and ameliorates
symptoms of anxiety (Evans, Ferrando, Findler, Stowell,Smart,& Haglin, 2008)
Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy as an empirically supported trcatment foranxiety
equivalenttothemostcurrentacceptedapproachesofinterventionforanxiety,i.e.,
colleagues (2007) suggested that, based on the mindfulness literature, theunconstructive
qualitiesofnuninationmaynotbeduetoattentiononnegativeevents.Rather,theyfound
1991) were reconstructed to be less judgmental, the scale no longer correlated as highly
implications for treatment. Unfortunately, the literature examining mindfulness skills in
(Wright et aI., 2003), and to facilitate lifestyle changes, such as exercisingandquitting
Selr.M808gemen40epressioo8odAnxiety.Self.managementskillshavebeen
exarnined through unidimensional measures, such as the Self·Control Questionnaire
(seQ; Rehm, Komblith, O'Ham, Lamparski, Romano, & Volkin, 1981) and the
Frequency of Self-Reinforcement Questionnaire (FSRQ; Heiby, 1982) and negatively
correlate with depression severity, depression frequency, and anxiety (Mezo & Heiby,
2004). Furthennore, self-change skills such as self·management have been incorporated
into treatrnents for psychological distress through the use of therapies derived from self-
management and self·regulation models ofbehaviour. The general effectiveness for self-
management programs in the area of psychological distress is well established. When a
community·based Chronic Disease Self-Management Course was implemented ina
sarnpleofpatients with a range of chronic disease, such as depression, patientsshowed
enhanced efficacy, greater use ofcognitive behavioural techniques, andimprovementsin
psychological well being (Wright et al.,2003). Additionally, randomized clinical control
trials have shown that the incorporation ofa self·management program to assist people
with arthritis in the United Kingdom resulted in improvements indepressedandanxious
moods (Barlow et aI., 2000). Finally, a meta-analytic investigationofself-regulatory
revealed a small but significant effect (Febbraro & Clum, 1998). Furthcrrnore,this small
efTect size suggests that self-management techniques maybe more effective paired with
other interventions. In this conception, self·management could also aid inpatients
investigation of the effectiveness ofself-regulatory components, it was found that self-
monitoring plus other components ofself-management are more effective than sel f-
monitoring alone. These results highlight the importance of the employment ofalI skills
Self-Management, Rumination, and Worry. The majority of research investigating
self-management skills in a therapeutic context does not examine the underlyingelements
of these complaints. One possible reason for this gap in the literature is that until recently,
ameasureofself-managementskillsthataccessedself-monitoring,self-evaluation,and
self-reinforcement. according to Kanfer and Bandura's model,did not exist (Mezo.2009).
attaingoalsengageinhigherratesofrumination(Jones,Papadakis.Hogan.&Strauman.
2009). In another study involving high school students, self-regulationwasnegatively
associatcd with worry (Malpass. O'Neil. & Hocevar. 1999). Further researchisnecdcdto
fully understand how self-management skills indepcndentlyoperatewith rumination and
worry. Overall. there is a gap in the literature where the facets of self-management are not
management has only recently begun. The constructs of mindfulness and self-
management have both been associated with psychological wellness. Specifically.
Worryandruminationaremaladaptivebehavioursthatarerelatedtobothanxiety
and depressive states, and occur in high rates in clinical samples and thegeneraJ
population (Segerstrom et aI., 2(00). Mindfulness has been adopted as a therapeutic tool
that is successful in treating anxiety and depression. Likewise, self·management skills
have been incorporated into treatment regimes for the direct treatment of psychologicaI
distress and to aid in intervention success. Thus, it is important to know how the facetsof
mindfulness and self·managementare associated with worry and rumination. Examining
to the dimensions underlying anxiety and depression, such as worry and rumination
Rumination and worry can contribute to the development and maintcnanceof anxiety and
mood disorders, thus, identifying these relationships can targetmechanismsofchangein
anxicty and depressive disorders. This study will examinc worry and ruminationin
relation to potential therapeutic mechanisms, and their constituent facets. Moreover,
Roberts, 2007) and these behaviours can range from mild to extreme intensity.Thcrefore,
thisinvestigationwillexaminetheseconstructsinbothahighandlowfunctioning
population. It is important to examine worry and rumination in the general population,
discrete from clinical populations, to assess their characteristics across groupsofdiffering
Ovemll,lhecurrent investigation is necessacy in order to provide furthertheoret ica1
and practical contributions for treatment and interventions in disorders that involveworry
and rurninative thought patterns. Clarifying the similarities and ditTerences between
worry and rumination, and examining their associations with mindfulness and self-
management skills are important in ordcr to develop more accurate cognitive modelsof
recurrent negative thinking and to develop systematic c1inica1 interventions. Moreover, it
can begin to reveal what clinical treatments and areas of intervention can be effective for
anxiety or depression, and co-morbid anxiety and depressive states.
The purpose of the current investigation is to examine underlying dimensions,
specifically repetitive thought, operating within anxious and depressivestates.Toour
knowledge, no study to date has examined both of these unconstructive behavioursin
gap in the literature and examine these behaviours in universitystudentsandin
individualswhoareseekingmentalhealthtTeatment.Morespecifically,two studies will
beconductcd: Study I will target a high functioning population consislingof
undergraduate students, and Study 2 will assess a lower-functioning clinical population of
paticntsfromamentalhealthoutpatientclinic.Therefore,theaimsofthisresearchareto
furthcrexamine the relationships between (l) worry and ruminalion, and (2) mindfulness
and self-management, and to provide preliminary resuhs on the associations 0 f(3) worry
was comprised of410 undergraduate students (301 women and 109 men),rangingin age
fromI8-45(M=20.12,SD=3.68).Theparticipantsinthissamplepredominately
identified as White (96%). Using G*Power 3.0.10 (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & 8 uchner.
2007) as a guideline. an a priori power analysis for multiple regression, with an alpha set
at.05,wasconducted. A total sample sizeofN= 89 was needed to detect a mediurn
effect, and a total sample sizeofN=40 was needed to detect a large effect. Therefore, a
sampleof410 is more than sufficient to confidently examine the relationships between
To evaluate the relationships betwcen negative repetitive thought,mindfulness,
and self-management, a number of reliable and valid instruments were employed. All
instruments were completed in the same data collection period,thus, all constructs were
measured concurrently. Self-report instruments in this study included:amcasureof
worry, rumination, mindfulness, self-management, anxiety,depression, and stress, social
Demographic Information Form The Demographic Infonnation Fonn(AppendixA)
was developed for this study to capture the distribution ofdemographic characteristicsin
the study sample. Participants were asked to provide infonnation including theirage,
gender,ethnicity, marital status, number ofchildren, education, religiousaffiliation,
1990).ThePSWQ(AppendixB)isaI6.itemunidimensionalmeasureofchronicworry
(Meyeretal.,I990).ParticipantsrateitemsonaonetofivepointLikertscaleranging
from'notatalltypicalofme' to'verytypicalofme' (e.g., 'As soon as I finishonetask,I
start to worry about everything else I have to do'). Higher scores indicate higher levelsof
worry and a cut-ofTofgreaterthan 40 indicates pathological worry (Meyer et aI., 1990)
Studies support the reliability and validity of the PSWQ. The test-retest reliability of the
Penn State Worry Questionnaire has been found to be high, with correJationsranging
from.74 to.93 and re-test periods ranging from two to 10 weeks (Molina & BorX:ovec,
1994). Overall,intemal consistency has been found to range from.80to.95 (Brown,
Anthony, & Barlow, 1992). Validity of the PSWQ has also been supported. The PSWQ
hasbecn found to correlate highly, and in the predicted direction, withmeasuresof
anxiety,dcprcssion, and other measures of worry (Segerstrom et aI., 2000; van Rijsoort,
Ruminative RcsponseScalcs-Brooding(RRS-B; Trcynorctal., 200J).Rumination
was assessed using a 5-item versionofthc Rumination Response Scalc (RRS)thatwas
developed by No!en·Hoeksemaand Marrow (1991). This instrument was created to
(Appendix C). It includes the five items of the Brooding subscale of the RRS. The
Broodingsubscalemeasurespreoccupationwithdepressing,morbid,orpainfulmemories
or thoughts (e.g., 'Think "Why do I always reaet this way'?"'). The items are rated on a
Likert scale, ranging from zero (almost never) to three (almost always),with higher
scores indicating higher levels of rumination. The psychometric properties oftheRRS-B
are well established. The correlation between aself-rcport and interview fonnatversion
oftheRRS-Bhasbeenfoundtobehigh,r=.90,rcvealinghighalternatefonnsreliability
(Treynoret al., 2003). Internal consistency has been found to be high,a =.90, whiJetest-
re-testreliabilityishigh,overaone-yeartimespan,r::.7I(Treynoretal.,2(03)
Moreover, the RRS-B has been found to correlate strongly with measures of depression,
Kentucky Inventoryofl\1iDdfulness Skills (KIMS; Baeretal.,2004).TheKlMS
(AppendixD)isa39-itemmeasureoftraitmindfulncssandiscomposedoffour
whcthermybreathingslowsdownorspeedsup'),Describing(e.g., 'I'm good at thinking
of words that express my perceptions, such as how things taste, smell,or sound'),Acting
with Awareness (e.g., 'When I'm doing something, I'm only focused 0 nwhatl'mdoing
nothing else),and Accepting without Judgment (e.g., 'I believcthat some of my thoughts
Participants rate their responses on a five·point Likert scale, ranging from one (never
true) to five (always true),and higher scores indicate higher levels of mindfulness.The
reliability and validity of the KlMS has been established. Test-retest reliabilityoveral4
to 17 day period has been found to be high for the Observe, Describe, Act with
Awareness,andAcceptwithoutJudgmentsubscalcs(r::.65,.81,.86,.83,respectively;
andAcceptwithoutJudgmentsubscaleshasalsobeenfoundtobehigh,a=.9l,.84,.83,
and.87, respectively (Baer et aI., 2004). Many studies have also shown strongsupportfor
validity of the KlMS. For example. the Observe, Describe, Act With Awareness. and
Accept wilhoutludgment subscalescorrelate as expected to the Mindful Attention
Self-CootroISelf-ManagemeotScale(SCI\1S;l\1ezo,2009).TheSCMSisa16item
self-report measure of self-management skills, comprised of three subscaleswith items
assessingeachoflhethreefacetsofself-managementSelf-MonitoringSubscale(SMS;
e.g., 'When lamworkingtowardssomething,itgetsallofmyattention'),Self-Evaluation
Subscale(SES;e.g.,'ImakesuretotrackmyprogressregularlywhenIamworkingona
goal'). and Self-Reinforcement Subscale(SRS; e.g., 'I congratulate myself-when I make
some progress; Appendix E). Participants are asked to report how well the items describe
them on a six-point Likert scale (zero = very undescriptive of me. five = very descriptive
of me). Higher ratings indicate higher levels of self-management skill s.Evidence
supports the psychometric properties of the SCMS. The SCMS has been foundto have
high intemal consistency for the SCMS total score, and SMS, SES, andSRSsubscales,
withalphasof.81,.74,.75,and.78,respectively(Mezo,2009). Test-retest rcliabilities
have been found to range fromr=.62-.65 for the overall scale and subscales (Mezo,
2009). The validity of the SCMS has also been demonstmted. ThcSCMS scale and
subscalcs correlate strongly with the Self-Control Questionnaire (Rehm etal., 1981) and
the Self-Control Schedule (Rosenbaum, 1980) with correlations ranging fromr=.30-.65
Depression Anxiety Stress Scales (DASS-21; Antony, Bieling, Cox, Enna,&Swinson,
1998).TheDASS-21isa21itemself.reportmeasurethatyieldsthreefactors
Depression, Anxiety. and Stress (Appendix F). Participants were asked to report the
frequency and severity of any negative emotions they had experienced over the previous
weekonafour.pointlikertscale(zero=didnotapplytomeatall,three=applied to me
very much). Higher ratings indicate higher levels ofdepression. anxiety. and stress.
Evidcnce supports the psychometric properties of the DASS-21. Specifically. the
Depression subscale correlates strongly with the Beck Depression Inventory (Beck. Ward,
Mendelson, Mock,& Erbaugh. 1961) and the Anxietysubscale correlates strongly with
MCSD measures individuals' need of approval. It is includcd in this study as a measureof
social desirability, with the purpose to control for response bias (AppendixG).Alow
MCSDsupportshightest-retestreliability,r=.88 overaone·month time period (Crowne
&Marlowc,1960),andhasbeenfoundtohaveintemalconsistcncyrangingfromO.73-
Participants were recruited from university introductory psychology classes. specifically

complete. Consent forrns were collected and stored separately fromthequestionnaires,
opportunity to ask the researchers any questions they had. Participants were then thanked
for their time and participation in the study and advised that in the event they felt any
psychological distress after completing the questionnaires, that they please contactthe
University Counselling Centre. Moreover, in the event ofextrcme distress, they were
available to speak with them immediately. The students were also provided with a
procedures, and the above-mentioned resources, were also presented to participants who
therapeutic mechanisms were investigated in the non-clinical sample. The descriptive
statistics and reliability estimates for all measures in this studyare presented in Table I
Descriptive statistics and reliability estimates ofthe Penn StareWorryQllestionnaire
(PSWQ),theRllminativeResponseSca/es-Brooding(RRS-B),theKentIIcky/nventoryof
Mindfll/nessSkills(KlMS),theSelf-ControlandSelf-ManagementScale(SCMS),the
DepressionAnxietyStressScales-2/,andtheMar/oweCrowneSocia/DesirabilitySca/e,
Coefficient
alpha
PSWQ 52.17 16.19 16-80 .95
RRS-B 11.95 3.23 5-20 .77
KIMS 121.61 14.27 79-179 .82
SCMS 53.03 10.94 15-77 .85
DASS-21-D 4.69 4.42 0-21 88
DASS-21-A 4.46 3.96 0-18 77
DASS-21-S 6.75 4.49 0-20 84
MCSD 17.06 4.93 3-29 68
significantly differ based on the participants' incentive to participate(drawversusbonus
marks) or the method of presentation of the questionnaire battery (papervcrsusonline);t
(408)=.63-1.80,p's>.05.Moreover,noneoftheparticipantsobtaincd scores on the
MCSDgreaterthanthreestandarddeviationsabovethesamplemean.Given that this
Marlowe. 1960),all participantswereretaincd for analysis. Basedonafivc-point
classification system (i.e., Normal-Mild-Moderatc-Severe-Extremely Severe),the
mean scores for the Depression, Anxiety, and Stress subscalesofthe DASS-21 areallin
MCSD,whichhadanalphaof.68(Nunnally, 1978). It is important to note that the
MCSDwasemployedasameasuretocontrolforsocialdesirability,andnottomeasure
any of the pertinent construets of the current study. Thus, results presented using the
study instrurnents measuring the main construets can be interpreted with confidence as
these measures were found to support high reliability in this sample
The relationships between the study measures and measures ofpsychological
distress were examined and are presented in Table 2. The PSWQ and the RRSobtai ned
moderate to high positive correlations with measures ofdepression, anxiety, and stress
of depression, anxicty, and stress. All relationships were significant and in the expected
Bivariate correlations ofthe Penn State WorryQllestionnaire, tile RllminativeResponse
Scale-Brooding(RRS-B),theKentuckylnventoryofMi1ldflllnessSkills(KlMS),andthe
Self-Manageme1lt a1ld Self-Control Scale (SCMS). with the Depression Anxiety Stress
PSWQ .38' 39' 5"
RRS-B 5" 50'
KIMS -.34'
seMS -42' -20' -24'
Note.PSWQ:PeIUlStateWorryQuestionnaire(Myeretal.,I990).RRS-B:RuminativeResponseScales-
positively and strongly related to ruminative thought. These results provide further
support of the strong relationship between the negative repetitive thoughtpattemsof
positive correlation was foundbctween thc total scales of the KIMSand the SCMS. The
exceptions of the SESand the Observe SubscaleoftheKIMS,and the SRSandthe
Accept without Judgment subscaleofthe KlMS. These subseales reveal norelarionshipin
Bivaria/e correia/ions among the Self-Managemen/andSelf-Cofl/rol ScaIe (SCMS) and
theKentllckylnven/oryofMindfulnessSkills(KlMS),inanon-clinical sample (N= 4/0)
K1MS 49' 43'
KIMSObs 18' 18'
K1MSDes .30' 23'
45'
KIMSAccepl 22· .15·
.24·
22'
30· IS·
43· .15·
40· -02
invcstigalcd (see Table 4). The independent conlributionsofthe faeetsofseif-
management 10 theeonstruct of mindfulness were examined byempioyingsimpie
regrcssionandscmi-partiaicorrelationaianaiyses.Overali,sclf-management skilis were a
signifieantprcdictorofmindfuinessandaecountedfor29%ofthevarianee.When
examining the separate facetsofself-management,theSMS and the SESobtainedlow
and moderatescmi-partial correiations, rcspectiveiy, whiiethe SRS did notsignificantiy
RegressionCoefficientsandsemi-partia/corre/ationsfortheSe/f-Monitoring(SMS),Se/f-
Eva/uation(SES),andSe/f-Reinforcing(SRS)Subsca/esoftheSe/f-ManagementandSe/f-
Contro/Sca/e(SCMS),predictingtheKentuckylnventoryofMindfli/ness Skills (KJMS),
SMS .21' 04'
SES .33' .11'
SRS 01 00
Bivariatecorre/ations among the Kentllcky InventoryofMindj,,/nessSkills(KIMS),the
SeIf-ManagememandSeIf-Contro/Sca/e(SCMS),thePennStateWorryQIlestionnaire.
andtheRllminativeResponseSca/e-Brooding(RRS-B),inanon-c1inica/samp/e(N=
RRS-B -.33* .24*-.16* -.30* -.58* 07
NQte. PSWQ'" Penn Stale Worry Questionnaire (Myeretal., 1990).RRS-B=Ruminative Response Scales
therapeuticmechanismswerealsoasignificantpredictorofworryandaccountedfort5%
of the variance. OnlytheKJMS emerged asa significant indepcndent predictor compared
totheSCMS,forbothruminationandworry.Thesefindingsareasexpectedconsidering
RegressionCoefficienlsandsemi-parlialcorrelalionsfortheSelf-ManagemenlandSeIf-
prediclingtheRuminaliveResponseScale-Brooding(RRS·B),andlhePennSlatelJ'orry
KIMS -.31' 10'
~~ ro 00
KIMS ·37. 14·
SCMS 09 01
Semi·partial correlations reflect the independent contributions of the facetsof
criterion. The KIMS Accept without Judgment Subscales emerged as a significant
independent contributor to both the RRS and the PSWQ,revealing low to moderate semi-
partial correlations. Low semi-partial correlations were found between the KIMS
Semi-partial correlations among thesubscalesofthe Kentucky/nventory ofMindfulness
Skills(KlMS),andthePennStateWorryQuestionnaireandtheRuminativeResponse
Scale-Brooding(RRS-B),inanon-clinicalsample(N=4/0)
Labrador.Theciinicprovidesshort-termassessmentandtreatmenttopatients.lndividuals
in age from20-55 years(M=35.00,SD= 10.32). The participants in this sample
regarding the patient's diagnoses. This fonnprovided information such as the number of
Manual of Mental Disorders, 4tb edition, text revised (American Psychiatric Association,
The Human Investigation Committee approved ethical consent for the current study
The START Clinic provides rapid access and brief therapy to individuals referred by
family physicians, the emergency room. and consultation liaison services; thus, parients
an appropriate level of competency to participate in the study, and then presented them
study's purpose, and that, if they did not decide or decided to participate, it would not
wereaskedtocompleteaconsentfonn(AppendixL)thatwasstoredseparatelyfromthe
Participants were given an envelope containing the battery ofqucstionnaires.Both
theenvelopesandthequestionnaireswerenumbered,andthequcstionnaircswereplaced
sheetalwaysappearedatthestartofthebattery.Participantswereinfonned that they
were under no obligation to continue the study if they experienced discomfortoranxiety,
or if they felt uncomfortable to do so. The study took approximately 4ominutes to
complete. Consent fonns were stored separately from thequcstionnaires, and all data was
stored in a locked filing cabinet. Participants were thanked for their time and participation
in the study and advised that in the event they felt any psychological distress after
completing the questionnaires, thal they please discuss it with their clinician
therapeutic mechanisms were investigated in the clinical sample. The descriptive statisties
and reliability estimates of the measures employed in this study are presented inTable8
AJI participants were included in the analyses ofthis study as none obtained scores on the
MCSD greater than three standard deviations above the sample mean. Furthermore, given
the small size of the current sample(N=20),there is a higher likelihood ofstatistical
non-significance even for large effects, and thus it is imperative to consider effect size
DescriptivestatisticsandreliabilityestimatesofthePennStateWorryQllestionnaire
(PSWQJ,theRllminativeResponseScales-Brooding(RRS-B).theKentIICky Inventory of
MindfulnessSkills(KlMS),theSelf-ControlandSeIj-ManagementScale(SCMS),the
DepressionAllXietyStressScales-2I,andtheMarloweCrow"eSociaJDesirability Scale,
Coefficient
alpha
PSWQ 65.05 12.68 31-80 92
RRS-B 14.85 2.91 9-20 65
KIMS 113.15 20.21 73-148 92
SCMS 41.90 11.29 14-57 78
DASS-21-D 9.90 6.39 1-21 93
DASS-21-A 8.20 5.78 1-21 86
DASS-21-S 10.95 6.30 1-21 .91
Employing a five-point classification system (i.e., Normal-Mild-Moderate-
Severe-Extremely Severe). the mean scores for the Depression and Stresssubscaiesof
theDASS-2lareallintheModerateseveritycategory,andthemeanscoreoftheAnxiety
subscaleisintheSevereseveritycategory(Anthonyetal.,I998).Therefore,this sample
is characterized by increased levelsofpsychologicaJ distress and supports the
estimated using coefficient alphas, and arc all abovc the acceptablcthreshold of.70, with
the exception of thcRRS-B(Nunnally, 1978). However,manyauthorshavc noted that if
ascalciscomprisedoffewerthan20items,assecninthcRRS-B,theacccptablelowcr
boundmaybcdecreasedto.60(Nunnally, 1987; Holden, Fekken, & Cotton, 1991)
Relationships between Worry, Rumination, Mindfulness, and Self-Management,
The relationships between the study instruments and measures of psychological
distress were examined (see Table 9). All measures obtained low to high correiationsin
the predicted direction with measures of depression, anxiety, and stress
Scale-Brooding(RRS-B),lheKenluckylnvenloryofMindfulnessSkil/s(KJMS),andlhe
Self-ManagemenlandSelf-ConlrolScale(SCMS),withlheDepressionAnxielySlress
PSWQ
RRS-B
K1MS
SCMS -40
24 .44
.25
positively and stronglyreiated to ruminative thought. These results provide further
support of the strong relationship between the negative repetitive thoughtpattemsof
and sclf-management skills (see Table 10). A high positive correlation was found
KIMSobtained lowtohighcorrclations. Howcver, thc SES and the Observe subscale of
thc KIMS attained an analogous inconsistency by revealing a low negativecorrelation
Bivariate correJations among the Self-Management and Self-Control Scale (SCMS) and
KenruckylnventoryofMindfulnessSkiJis(KlMS),inaclinicalsampJe(N=20)
KIMS 52' 10 .39
KIMSObs 48' -.20
K1MSJ)e, 52' 25 39
K1MSAw"," 50' 15 28
K1MSA<=p' 22 12 04 26
Note: KIMS-Kentueky Inventory of Mindfulness Skills; Obs-Observe Subscale; Des-Describe
Regression and semi-partial correlational analyses investigated the independent
relationships of the constructs of self-management and mindfulness in a clinical sample
(sccTablell).Spccifically,theindependentcontributionsofthcfacetsofself-
management to the construct of mindfulness were examined. Asexpected,self-
managementskillsingeneralwereasignificantpredictorofmindfulness,accountingfor
35% of the variance. In particular, the SMS and the SRS obtained amoderatcand 10w
semi-partial correlation. respectively, while the SES did not significantlyoverlap with the
RegressionCoefficienlsandsemi-parlialcorrelalionsforlheSelf-Moniloring(SMS),SeIf-
E'IIalualion(SES),andSeIf-Reinforcing(SRS)SubscalesoflheSelfManagementandSelf-
Control Scale (SCMS), predicting the Kenlllcky In'llf!nlory o/Mindfulness Skills (KlMS),
SMS
SES
SRS
43-
02
.2S
IS-
.00
OS
Bivariate correlations among the Self-Management andSelf-Conrrol Scale(SCMS),
KenlllckylnventoryofMindfulnessSkills(KlMS),Ruminati'lleResponseScale-Brooding
(RRS-B),andPennStateWorryQueslionnaire,inaclinicalsample(N=10)
PSWQ -.43 -.15 -.42 -27 -38 -.10 .15 -.11 -.28
RRS-B -.73' -.32-.52' -.66' -.58' -.27 -.10 -.11 -.33
Note.PSWQ-PennStateWorryQuestionnaire(Myeretal.,I990).RRS-O-RuminativcResponseScales
employing bivariate corre1ationaJ analysis. Low to moderatccorrelations wereobtained
RRSobtnined low to high correlations with thctotal scale and all subsealesoftheKIMS
Self-managementskills,asmeasuredbythctotalscaJcandsubscales of the
Simple regression analyses and semi-partial correlational analyses were employed
to examine mindfulness and self-management as unique predictors of ruminationand
worry (see Table 13). The KIMS emerged as a significant independent predictor of
negative repetitive thought styles, accounting for 55% and 21%ofthe variance in the
RRSandPSWQ,respectively.TheKlMSdidnotaccountforsignificantindependent
variance in the SCMS, which is as expected in view of the low correlations calculated
between negative repetitive thought and the SCMS
Regression Coefficients andsemi·partial correlationsfor the SelfMaliagementandSeIf
Contro/Sca/e (SCMS) and the Kentucky Inventory ofMindfulness Skills (KlMS),
predictingtheRuminotiveResponseScale-Brooding(RRS-B),andthePennStateWorry
KIMS
SCMS
48"
02
KlMS
SCMS 15 02
Independent Contributions of the Facets of Mindfulness to NcgativcRcpctitive
The independent contributions of the facets ofrnindfulness and sc1f-management
with rumination and worry were examined through semi-partial correlationalanalysis(see
Table 14). Two simple regression analyses were conducted by employing the same
procedure as described in Study I. The Describe and Accept without Judgment Subscales
oftheKIMS, emerged as significant indepcndent predictors of the PSWQ,revealing
medium effect sizes. A low semi-partial correlation was obtained between the Act with
was not an independent predictor of the PSWQ or the RRS. Furthermore, the remaining
Semi-partial correlations among the subscales o/the Kentllcky Inventoryo/MindfUlness
Skills(KJMS),andtheRuminativeResponseScale-Brooding(RRS-B)andthePennState
The purpose of the two studies reported here was to examine the relationships
betwecn the negative repetitive thought processesofrurnination and worry in relation to
the therapeutic mechanisms ofself-management and mindfulness. Cognitive models of
anxiety and depression have emphasized lhe negative repetitive thought styles 0 f
rumination and worry as common vulnerability factors (Dugaset al.. 1998; Nolen-
Hoeksema, 1991). The association between these two disorders warrontsresearchaimed
3tdevelopingmoreaccuratemodelsofinterventionthatfocusonmodifyingthis
pervasive style of thought. Specifically, aspects of mindfulness and self-management
have been integrated into the cognitive behavioural therapy model for the treatment 0 f
anxiety and dcpression (e.g., Hayes et al., 2006; Wright et aL,2(03). These therapeutic
examined the efficacy of mindfulness and self-management based therapies with anxiety
anddcpressivedisorders(Kuykenetal,2008;WrightetaL,2003).however.toour
knowledge no study has examined the independent contributions of the underlying faeets
of mindfulness and self-management to worry and rumination. Additionally,while
between the two, and thus it is important to examine whether each has a unique
The hypothesized relationships were examined in a non-clinical sample of
undergraduate students in Study I,andthen in a clinical sampleofpatients from an
outpatient clinic in Study 2. Examining these constructs in twoditTerentsampleslendsto
the ecological validity of this investigation. Fromtheanalyscsconducted in these two
rumination were strongly related in both the non-clinical and clinical sampIe, (2) the
therapeutic mechanisms of mindfulness and self-management were strongly relatedin
both the non-clinical and clinical sample, however, the independent contributions of self-
management skills to mindfulness were not consistent in the two samples, (3)
mindfulness, but not self-management, was a unique predictor of rumination and worry in
worry and rumination, and (2) mindfulness and self-management in a non-clinical and
clinical sample. Previous research has indicated lhat worry and rumination arebolh styles
of negative repetitive lhought that are correlated to psychopathology, and tooneanother
(Goring & Papageorgiou, 2008). The results of the current study are consistent withthese
findings. That is, worry and nunination werestronglyrelated,such that high levels of
worry were associated with high levels of rumination, in bolh the non-clinical andclinical
sample. Furthennore, high levels of worry and rumination were associated with high
levels of psychopathology, specificallydepression,anxiet'y, and stress. Theseresults
support the claim that worry and rumination may mediate the link between anxietyand
depression (Goring & Papageorgiou, 2008). As wcll,the association between these two
negative thought styles is robust in both high-functioning (i.e., non-clinical) and low-
The therapeutic mechanisms of mindfulness skills and sclf-management sk ills
were also strongly related,such that high levcls of mindfulness ski lis were associated
with high levels of self-management skills, in both the non-clinical and clinicalsample
Additionally, these therapeutic skills were negatively related to psychopalhology, namely,
depression, anxiety, and stress. That is, higher levels of mindfulness and self-management
expcctcd and provide support that mindfulness and self-managcrnent are related toone
another and are associated with maintaining ones' welI-being(Hayesetal.,2006;Wright
eta1.,2(03). While much research supports that these skills are successful when
incorporated into treatment protocols for anxiety and depression (Teasdaleet aI., 2000;
Wrightet aL,2(03),thecurrent findings demonstrale that thethooreticaI conslructs
InordertofulIyund~tandtheassociationsbetweentheunderIyingfacetsof
thesetherapeuticmechanisms,self-managementskillswereinvestigatedinrelationt0
been researched extensively. In applied research,Gregget aI. (2007) found that
incorporalingmindfulness skills i;o"thetreatment for diabetes Icd loi'mprovement in
self-monitoring of the illness. Furthennore, preliminary research examiningthe
independentcontributionsofseif-managementskiIlstomindfulness,basedonself-report
instruments designed to measure these constructs, indicated that each facetofself-
managcmenlhadasignificanlrelationshipwithmindfuIness.lnparticular,self-evaluation
revealed a low independent relationship to mindfulness, and self~monitoring and self-
reinforcing revealed a moderate independent rclationship to mindfulness (Short et aI.,
2008). The results of the current investigation indicated that thcrewasalowand
moderaterelationshipbetweenself-monitoringandmindfulnessinthenon-c1inicaland
c1inicalsamplesrespectively.However,therewereinconsistenciesbetwcen the two
samplcs for the relationships of self-evaluation and mindfulness, andself-reinforcement
and mindfulness. Specifically,inthenon-c1inical sample there was amoderale
independent relationship between self-evaluation and mindfulness, but no independent
relalionship belween self-reinforcemenl and mindfulness. Conversely. in the clinical
sample there was a low independent relalionshipbetween self-reinforcement and
mindfulness. bUI no independent relationship between self-evaluntionand mindfulness
monitoring and mindfulness skills, where increased levels ofself-monitoring were related
to increased levels of mindfulness, supports the theory underlying the development of the
measureofself-managementernployed in this investigarion. The development of the self-
2009) included mindful. undivided attention content. Additionally, some itemswere
Ryan.2003),whichisameasureofmindfulnessnotemployedinthisinvestigarion
populations,comparedtolow-functioningorclinicalpopulalions.lfso,thentheresultsof
this investigalion provide insight into how these skills can promote wcllness in non-
c1inicalpopulationsorfortreatmentinclinicalpopulations.ltisimportant to consider the
small sample size employed in the clinical samples of both the preliminary study
interpreting these findings. It is possible that with a larger sample size, and a more
representative sample of the population. the relationships between the facets ofself-
management and mindfulness could change. It is also important to recognize that
although these relationships are independent of the other facets of self-management.there
could be other related variables influencing the relationships between self-evaluationand
managemcnt are largely related to mindfulness, but they are not the same constnlcts
Furure research should examine these relationships in a larger clinical sample in order to
provide further insight into integrative models relating self-managemcnt skills to
insight into the associations between worry and rurnination, and mindfulness and self-
management. Furthennore, it provides evidence that the study instrumentsareoperating
A secondary aim of the current investigation was to explore the independent
relationshipsofthetherapeuticmechanisms,andtheirconstitucnt facets, to negative
repetitive thought. Research has indicatcd that the rcpetitivestyleofnegativethinking,
such as that found in worry and rumination, has an adverse impact on mood andisrelated
to many mood and anxiety disorders. Some investigators argue that this pervasive
negative thinking style should be modified in treatments for depression and anxiety,
ratherthantheacrualcontcntofthethought(Segaletal.,2002).Therefore,for treatment
purposes, it isinfonnativeto examine how these therapeutic techniques are reiatedto
facets, were examined in relation to negative repetitive thought. With the exceptionofthe
relationship between the Observe facet of mindfulness and worry in thenon-clinical
sample, mindfulness and its facets largely revealed modcrate to high relationshipswith
negative repetitive thought. Conversely, self-management overall revealed low
relationships with negative repetitive thought. therefore suggesting that seIf-management
skills do not play an important role in the treatment of pervasive negative thoughts.
as predictoTS of negative repetitive thought. Accordingtolheseresults,lhelherapeutic
mechanismstogetherwerepredictiveofworryandruminationinboththenon-clinical
unique predictoTS,only mindfulness had a significant independent relationship with worry
and rumination. This finding was consistent in both the non-clinical and the clinical
sample, and is not surprising considering the low correlations found between self-
management and worry, and self-management and rumination. Thcse results suggestthat
although sclf-management is negatively related topsychopathology,asseeninthe
significant correlations found between self-management and anxietyandself-
management and depression, it is not specifically related to the negativerepetitive
thinkingstyleofthesedisorders.lnstead,self-managementmaybeefficacious in treating
anxiety and mood disorders because of its association with other components 0 fthe
symptoms. These findings correspond to previous studies that have found self-
management interventions to have a strong effect for agoraphobia and phobic anxiety,
anxiety disorder (Febbraro & Clum. 1998). Future research should be designed to further
elucidate the empirical question of what aspects ofanxiety and depression does sel f-
The constituting facets of the therapeutic mechanisms were examined in relation
to negative repetitive thought in order to determine the underlyingre1ationships between
examined independenllywith worry and rumination. The results revealed that the Accept
without Judgment facet of mindfulness was consistently related to worry and rumination
judgmcntisan important aspect of mindfulness trcatment for worry and ruminative
thought. On the other hand. there were inconsistencies in the indepcndcnt contributionsof
to worry in the non·c1inical sample and a low independent contribution to worry and
independent contribution to rumination in the non-clinical sarnplc. Theseresultsmay
high-functioning or non·c1inical sarnples, but is related to rumination 0 nee ruminative
thought has reached clinical levels. Furtherresearchshouldinvestigatetheserelationships
in other non-clinical sarnples to examine if these associations replicate. The Describe
indepcndentcontribution to worry in the non-clinical sample, but had low to moderate
independent contributions to rumination and worry. respectively. in the clinical sample
These resuhs suggest that the Describe facet of mindfulness is only related to negative
repetitivethoughtoncepsychopathologyhasreachedclinicallevels.The Observe facet of
mindfulness did not have a significant independent contribution to negativerepetitive
Overall,itappearsthatsomefacetsofmindfulnessaremoreimportantthanothers
with respect to negative repetitive thought. In particular, acceptingwithoutjudgment,and
to a lesser extent describe and aetingwith awareness, are significant skills or facets of
mindfulness with respect to pervasive negative cognitions of anxiety and mood disorders
These findings are consistent with the literature, which suggests that in mindfulness
training obselVation of the stimuli in ones' environment alone is not sufficientfor
treatmentofpsychopathology(Hayesetal.,2006).Evidently.adoptinganon-judgmental
frame of mind is imperative in employing mindfulness as an effective trcatmentfor
These findings provide insight into the alleviation and treatment of negative
repetitive thought by the development of mindfulness skills in non~c1inical and clinical
samples, and thus further elucidate the cognitive processes underlying anxiety and
depressive disorders. This research is considered exploratory and these relationshipshave
not becn examined in previous literature. thus, these findings cannot provide conclusive
evidence for the independent associations ofmindfulncss skills to negati vcrepetitive
thought. Future research should aim to replicate the findings of the current investigation
The current studies are ofa non-experimental design, therefore. the purpose ofthis
investigationwastoexaminetherelationshipsbetweentheseconstructs.Thedesignof
this study provides high external validity, relative to an exper;mental design. The
objective of Study I was to explore the relationships between the pertinent constructsina
high-functioning sample, while Study 2 was designed to examine these relationshipsina
low-funetioningsample.Thus,theresultsofthisstudyaregeneralizabletobothnon-
clinical and clinical populations. Examining these constructs in two different samples is
psychological distress reaches levels that force an individual to seek treatment. Thus, it is
importanttoexaminetherelationshipsofmindfulnessandself-management skills to
negative repetitive thought in both high and low functioning populations
A further strength of the current investigation is that a very large sample sizewas
employed in Study l,whichdecreasedthechanceofaTypc II error and increased the
power of the statistical analyses fordetectinganexistingeffcct. Moreover, when
examining traits that vary among individuals, itis important to get a large sample size to
capture the large variability found within the trait, which was achievcdinthenon-c1inical
sample. Unfortunately, a large sample size was notobtaincd in theclinical sample, thus,
clinical sample. The measures selccted for this investigation are also an area of strength
Ductothc fact that self-report instruments were employed to examine the constructsof
interest, a measure of social desirability was included inordcrtocontrol for responsebias
measures were employed in both studies, which allows for more direct comparisons of the
relationships between the two samples. Multi-faceted measures, as opposed to
this investigation employed measures with well-established psychometricproperties,only
Study 2 consisted of asmall sample size of20 participants. Small sample sizes can often
in Study I andtheRuminativeResponseScales-BroodingSubscale(RRS-B)inStudy2
Ahhough the intemal consistencies for these measures are below the commonly
acceptablethresholdof.70(NunnallY,J978),theRRS-Biscomprisedoffewerth8020
1987). Furthermore, the MCSD was employed solely as a measure of social desirability
and does not measure any of the pertinent constructs of the current investigation
should be designed to examine the current study's hypotheses via other modalities,
beyondself.report.tomeasuretheconstructs.EmployingmuJtiplemodalitiesofa
experimental design to examine the relationships between these constructs. Specifically, a
worry and rumination induction paradigm could be employed and participants couId
complctc instruments measuring the therapeutic mechanisms during pervasive negative
thinking states. Furthennore, although the results of Study I examined anundergrnduate
sample and may relate to the general public, future research will nccd to examine a
community population to further increase extemal validity of this study.These
relationshipsshouldalsobeinvestigatedina larger clinical sampIe than the one employed
in Study 2 in order to examine a more representative sample. and toavoidtheriskofa
restricted range for measures of negative repetitive thought and thetherapeutic
relationships in relation to gender. It is important to examine gender differences in these
variables because research supports robust gendereffccts, namely that femalesexperience
higher levels of rumination and depression (Nolen-Hoeksema & Marrow, 1999).
Furthennore, according to Canadian Community Heaith Survey (Statistics Canada. 2002),
twice as many women as men are diagnosed with an anxiety or depressive disorder
Therefore, it would be interesting to examine ifgender moderates any of the reIationships
found in the current investigation. In addition, as unique relationships between the facets
of mindfulness and worry and mindfulness and rumination are identified. attention may
focus on examining whether the subsets of these tools can be used in theory and practice
to effectively treat worry and rumination. Empirically dismantling a therapy can aid in
reducingcostoftreatrnent and time in therapy for patients. Finally, although self-
management was not strongly related to the negative repetitivc thought feature 0 fanxiety
and depression, future research should examine what aspectsofanxietyanddepressive
This investigation independently examined the facetsofmindfulnessandself-
management skiils in relation to the negative repetitivecognitions of worry and
research due to the fact that. to our knowledge, no study to date has examined these
reiationshipsineitherpopulation.Bothchronicworryandruminative thought have been
foundtowo~enthesymptomsofanxietyanddepression(Scgerstrometal.,2lX>O),and
thus it is important to study treatments related to these disorders in order to improve
lrcatmcnt outcomes, provide empirical evidence to validateexisting lreatments, and to
This investigation demonstrates empirical support for several conclusions, such as
(I) worry and rumination are subtypes of negative repetitive thought lhat are positively
related to measures of psychological distress and highly related to eacholher, (2)
mindfulness and self-management are therapeutic mechanisms that are related to
decreased levels of psychological distrcss and are associated with one another,
particularly with respect to self-monitoring, (3)theconstruetofmindfulnessislargely
associated with decreased levels of negative repetitive thought andspccificallythe
concept of acceptance without judgment is related to worry and rumination in non-clinical
and clinical populations, and (4) the construct of self-management is not largely
associated with decreased levels of negative repetitive thought, but is rei atcdtodecreased
Specifically, mindfulness maybea more ef'fectivetrcatmcnt of negativerepetitive
thoughts because it focuses on letting ones' thoughts occur as opposcd to trying to control
maladaptive cognitions (Hayes, 2004). Thus, an individual sutTering from negative
repetitive thought learns to accept their thoughts without judgment,whichasseeninthe
current investigation, has a significant relationship to decreased levels of worry and
rumination. On the other hand,self-management is a more active process that involves
self-control,and thus while it maybe efficacious in treating othcr aspects of anxiety and
dcpression, it appears lobe less related to decreased lcvels of worry and rumination
investigation, lheresults presented should be interpreted with caution untilreplicationof
unifyingconstnJets operatingwilhin anxious and depressive st3tes, specifically worry and
rumination. These results have provided further understanding of the possible influences
to thecomorbiditY found between these two disorders, and insight into the underlying
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